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As a puzzle and playful game,
Rotate the letters and numbers to
decode the mystery text. It is
also useful in many different
ways. A simple example is to
obfuscate your documents.
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Rotate the words, and regenerate it again. It will be a
totally random text. Texts
Rotator Features: [Features]
============== - Rotate the
text in 8 directions to set the
words in any arrangement. - Set
an angle and start rotate. - Free
rotate the text in circular motion.
- Play this as a puzzle game. Share with friends and family. You can save and share the
results. [Details] ===========
This version is only English
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language version. [How to use]
========== 1. Add words to
the dictionary. 2. Click the
"Choose Words" button. 3. A
grid will be displayed, and you
can select any words you like. 4.
Click the "Start" button. [Why
don't you join the text puzzle
world? ==================
=========== Many programs
are under copyright protection.
You are not allowed to use any
program that has the copyright
word "Texts Rotator" as the title
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of the program. You are
welcome to change the program
name, but the purpose of the
program is to obfuscate the text,
not to make the program
different. If you find that we
have violated your intellectual
property right, please contact
me. Rotation Text is an
advanced text rotation editor. It
can rotate and flip texts within a
rectangular grid in all directions,
and even change the grid size. It
allows you to save the rotated
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result as a PNG, BMP, GIF,
JPEG, TIFF, and JPG image,
and even as a PDF file. The
rotated text can be displayed as a
photo gallery. It has useful
features such as anti-banner, anticrop, and anti- rotate to prevent
the rotated texts from being
flipped and rotated by the
browser. This is a utility, similar
to the standard run-time txt2rtf
utility but with some additional
features. The utility allows you
to convert the text in all
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directions and in any format.
First, you need to define a
source text. Then you can
convert it in 8 directions:
horizontal vertical rotate left
rotate right rotate up rotate down
Texts Rotator

Keymacro is a simple textrotator. It rotates the given
letters in the given number of
directions. KEYMACRO
features: - 8 directions of
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rotating: left, right, up, down,
left-up, left-down, right-up, rightdown - program size: 12kb ascii characters supported How
to run the program: 1. extract the
archive to your computer 2.
double-click the "Rotator.exe" to
start the program 3. type your
text in the program, then press
the "Start" button to begin the
rotation I'm trying to load data
into MS Access 2003 from a text
file. When I do so, all the data
comes out as "0.0". But when I
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transfer it from text file to a
local array, it works fine. How
can I fix it? This is the code I'm
trying to run: Set obj = CreateOb
ject("ADODB.Stream")
obj.Type = 1 obj.Open
obj.LoadFromFile
"C:\Chaiyaprue.txt" set rs = Crea
teObject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.Open For i = 0 To
UBound(localarr, 1) If Not
localarr(i, 0) = "" Then
localarr(i, 0) = rs("localarr(i, 0)")
End If If Not localarr(i, 1) = ""
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Then localarr(i, 1) =
rs("localarr(i, 1)") End If If Not
localarr(i, 2) = "" Then
localarr(i, 2) = rs("localarr(i, 2)")
End If If Not localarr(i, 3) = ""
Then localarr(i, 3) =
rs("localarr(i, 77a5ca646e
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A java version is available,
along with a detailed User's
Guide. The source code of the
program is provided on this
page. The program is controlled
by a powerful configuration file.
For the best usability, the
configuration file is included in
the distribution, and contains
among other things, the names
of the text files, the grid
dimensions, the rotation
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directions, the number of
iterations of the rotation, the
number of results to be printed
per rotation, and the print size.
Texts Rotator can handle files of
arbitrary dimension, and can be
used to rotate the texts in eight
directions within an adjustable
rectangular grid. Several
transformations are defined in
the configuration file, and can be
combined. There are also
transformation limitations, such
as file names and dimensions,
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and an upper bound on the
number of texts and/or number
of iterations. For both Windows
and Unix platforms, the user
must have Java installed. It can
be downloaded from
java.sun.com, or a link to
Besides, Texts Rotator runs fine
on Windows XP, but it was
originally designed for Linux or
UNIX platforms. For further
questions, users may contact the
author by e-mail at
cedric.morin@free.fr, or on IRC.
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More Information: To download
and try the java version, click
here: Please notice that the java
version currently includes a
debug mode, which prints the
intermediate results, and might
slow down the program. The
Java version of Texts Rotator is
controlled by a powerful
configuration file. For the best
usability, the configuration file
is included in the distribution,
and contains among other things,
the names of the text files, the
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grid dimensions, the rotation
directions, the number of
iterations of the rotation, the
number of results to be printed
per rotation, and the print size.
Texts Rotator can handle files of
arbitrary dimension, and can be
used to rotate the texts in eight
directions within an adjustable
What's New In Texts Rotator?

A text rotator is a program
designed to rotate the texts in
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eight directions within an
adjustable rectangular grid. The
most interesting feature is the
ability to rotate the texts in two
dimensions, allowing to make
the texts look like you see them.
The grid must be defined by the
users. In case of a string of
characters, it will be possible to
take a string and split it into
words, letters or syllables. It also
offers a choice of alignment of
the text within the grid: centered,
left-justified, right-justified, top15 / 23

aligned and bottom-aligned. In
order to display rotated texts, the
program offers a menu in the
format of a grid, where the user
has to select the direction, the
length of the row or column and
the alignment. Features:
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John McCain John Sidney
McCainAnalysis: Biden victory,
Democratic sweep would bring
biggest boost to economy The
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Memo: Trump's strengths
complicate election picture Mark
Kelly: Arizona Senate race
winner should be sworn in
'promptly' MORE (R-Ariz.) on
Wednesday slammed President
Trump Donald John
TrumpFederal prosecutor speaks
out, says Barr 'has brought
shame' on Justice Dept. Former
Pence aide: White House staffers
discussed Trump refusing to
leave office Progressive group
buys domain name of Trump's
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No. 1 Supreme Court pick
MORE's "xenophobic"
comments about immigrants
from African nations, saying that
the remarks "should be
condemned by everyone of
conscience." "I am... appalled by
the tone of its comments about
anyone. They are xenophobic,
outrageous and self-defeating,"
McCain said on the Senate floor.
"It should be condemned by
everyone of conscience."
ADVERTISEMENT Trump in a
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series of tweets on Tuesday
morning said immigrants from
the continent were "not going to
help" U.S. efforts in
Afghanistan. He added that they
will instead "come back home to
where they came from" and
"infect our country." "Why do
we want people who can’t
support themselves, who have
no skills, who will be on
government assistance for the
rest of their lives, who are all of
a sudden going to be a citizen
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and have all these right?” Trump
said in his tweets. Trump last
week also said in a tweet that
Somali immigrants to the U.S.
"all have horns on their heads."
The president has faced intense
criticism from leaders in both
parties since his Tuesday
morning tweets. McCain, who
ran against Trump for the GOP
presidential nomination in 2016,
slammed the comments as
"demeaning" and
"contemptible." "I wish the
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president would find a way to
come up with a better set of
comments," McCain said on
Wednesday. Sen. Marco Rubio
Marco Antonio RubioOvernight
Defense: Pentagon
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System Requirements For Texts Rotator:

Windows 7, 8, 8.1 or 10 (32-bit
or 64-bit) Intel or AMD 3.0 GHz
Core 2 Duo or higher 4 GB
RAM (5GB recommended) 1
GB available hard drive space
DirectX 9.0c compliant video
card with 128 MB of video
memory DirectX 9.0c compliant
video card with 256 MB of
video memory A microphone or
headset for the user to hear ingame sounds Broadband Internet
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connection (150 kbps
recommended) Internet Explorer
11
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